
An adventurer, seasoned speaker and bestselling author, my
inspirational and motivational talks revolve around overcoming
adversity, making friends with challenge and finding ways to
thrive when faced with difficulty and uncertainty.

We are working in unprecedented times and the ground is moving
beneath our feet, yet we are required to be proactive, adept and
capable. I’ve adventured multiple thousands of miles through
wilderness environments, learning life lessons that will resonate
with your teams, renewing their passion for dynamic innovation
and fostering their self-confidence.  

I wasn’t always able to adventure, and had to overcome 15+ years
of chronic illness before I could even consider taking my first
steps towards a new life. I've learned the hard way that the
roadblocks we face are moveable, we must just learn how to lift
them from the path. My thriving against the odds shows that grit
and tenacity are present in all of us - sometimes we just need a
little encouragement to uncover the strength we have buried
within. 

I was also was recently diagnosed neurodiverse with ADHD,
which has allowed me to to shed a new light on my adventures
and life experiences. This diagnosis, my years of working with
neurodiverse clients and the ways I've harnessed my diverse
brain to achieve incredible things help me meaningfully motivate
and encourage those who feel 'different', showing that those
things we often consider 'broken' are actually superpowers. 

My debut memoir Unlost is a UK and US Best Seller, and I am
proud to have built an online community of 25k+ followers.
 
 

A D V E N T U R E R  :  E D U C A T O R  :  A U T H O R

'Gail has left a huge impact on all of our employees; her
articulation of an amazing journey captivated our audience and
left them literally open mouthed.' Matt Dockray, Venue Group

My Talks

Email me today at:
gonehiking@gailmuller.com

Hope through adversity
Resilience and courage in crisis
How to live a wild life
Why adventure is for everyone
Why our broken bits are actually our superpowers

I offer talks on a variety of themes including:


